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Introduction
4-Soft is a company established in 2019 with beginnings in Q2 2018. We
specialize in data management, storage, and much more. We can encrypt and
send data through the blockchain with our unique software.
4-Softs' vision from the year 2019 has changed
dramatically; at first, we had one goal in mind: to use our
formula in banking. We have soon discovered that the true
potential of the system we have developed lies in data
encryption.
After finishing the first two rounds of funding (2019 and 2020), we will try
something new: equity tokens.

With the crypto boom in 2021, there is no secret; 

We want to be part of it!
4-Soft is not a new company; we are already an established company - with
revenue making contracts already signed. We, however, are new in the crypto
space, and we want to achieve great things with you on board!
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Market
The global encryption software market size was valued at $6.82 billion in 2019
and is projected to reach $22.74billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 16.3%
from 2020 to 2027. Encryption software is an application used by organizations
to protect their data while sending the data from one remote location to another.
The key objective of the encryption software is to enhance the security of the
data from unauthorized users. In addition, an increasing number of
organizations worldwide are adopting encryption to address their growing
concerns of data safety and data privacy compliance regulations.
The disk encryption segment is expected to garner a significant share during the
forecast period. Encrypted disks are safe as even if they get stolen or misplaced,
access to their contents remains limited to authorized users, which drives the
market's growth in this segment. However, the cloud encryption segment is
expected to grow at the highest rate during the forecast period, owing to cloud
encryption by various industries such as BFSI, IT/telecom, and retail. Thus, it
drives the growth of the encryption software market in this segment.

Growing number of complexity and  
data breaches
The number of data breaches has been growing at a constant pace. The
breaches have not just increased in number but also in complexity. There is no
such industry or country that has not reported an increase in data breaches year
over year. As per the estimates, the number of global data breaches rose by
more than 22% in 2017 over the previous year.

It's not just the number that drives the adoption of encryption software but also
the increased complexity of the threats that require organizations to deploy
more comprehensive, secure, and reliable security technologies. Thus, to
safeguard sensitive data from the increased sophistication and complexity of
the attacks, organizations increasingly adopt encryption software.
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Encrypted but not bulletproof
We gain a lot by encrypting data. However, we have never really developed the
ultimate bulletproof encryption system - especially one that can be used on a
daily basis. Encryption works if the encrypted part is safely transported from
user A to user B, representing the Achilles heel in most recent data breaches.
4-Softs' system presents a revolution within data security, management, and
encryption methods.

4-Soft encryption system
In a nutshell, the 4-Softs system is a data transferal system utilizing proprietary
code and storage systems allied to blockchain technology, providing a high level
of reliability to all data transactions.

The solution allows the use case to be made on practically everything connected
to today's world wide web and is applicable by the APIs developed by the 4-Soft's
team. 4-Soft's ability to provide implementation-independent data and
documentation transferal systems creates an ecosystem where the data is
available to ensure safety. This paper reviews the essential operation of the
system reports the 4-Softs's software and information status, and describes the
potential use cases.

Operation
The system is fully functional in layers 2 and 3 of the system, allowing
enterprises to integrate the system without redoing their current software and
hardware. The core system is called via API structure, linked to the 4-Soft's
DAPP and directly to the 4-Sof's blockchain. 

The system has 3 (three) stages of encryption and data sharing (GENING) 
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02
03

The system detects the type of input (txt., Docx., pdf., xml. ...)
and converts it to the default Y-GEN structure. The intake is not
compromised and is never seen by a human eye nor it can be
downloaded with the admin allowance.

The Y-GEN data packages are sent through the APIs of the
system and linked to the third step

The Y-GEN data is loaded to the blockchain and sent to the
selected recipient.

After the GENING is complete, the Y-GEN is stored in the blockchain until the
recipient activates his harvesting option with a Y-GEN name embedded.

Y-GEN

System

API

Y-GEN

DAPP
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Y-GEN
Y-GEN is the system's core function, storing the data, data name, data
information, and a unique name identifying the Y-GEN package. Any other
method cannot recognize the Y-GEN, nor can it be edited outside the active
GENING area.

Y-GEN Seeding
The seeding function is activated by the sending user (Y-GEN seeder) once the
Y-GEN is created and available to be withdrawn by the selected recipient (Y-GEN
harvester).

Y-GEN Harvesting
The harvesting function of Y-GEN is activated once the Y-GEN harvester asks for
permission for the data to be held on his system. The harvesting function is only
available if both the Y-GEN seeder and Y-GEN harvester are active.

Y-GEN

Active

AAA

A001
A002

True
False

BBB

A001

True

CCC

A002
B002

False
False

User ID

Y-GEN

System

API
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Y-GEN Silos
The Y-GEN seeder can ask for a Y-GEN silo to be created on the system
(effectively becoming Y-GEN silos seeder), where the sidechain with the Y-GEN
is established, allowing data to be short-store or long-stored in the system.

Y-GEN Silos Drying

To ensure the safety of the storage, the data is re-written on every
second cycle of the sidechain.

Y-GEN Silos Seeder

The Y-GEN silos seeder can at any time withdraw the files from the
Y-GEN silo and can establish a safe node with silo data being replaced
by updated data. The data is re-written on the same Y-GEN and is
replaced once the silos enters the second Y-GEN silos drying cycle.
The harvest data is stored in Y-GEN silo's history.

Y-GEN Silos Harvester

The Y-GEN silos seeder can at any time give the Y-GEN silos harvester
the necessary allowance for the data to be shared. The harvest data is
stored in Y-GEN silo's history.

Y-GEN Bunker
The Y-GEN seeder can ask for a Y-GEN bunker to be created on the system
(effectively becoming Y-GEN bunker seeder), where the closed sidechain with
the Y-GEN is established, allowing data to be cold-stored in the system.

Y-GEN Bunker Seeder

The Y-GEN bunker seeder can harvest the Y-GEN at any time. However,
the bunker will be deleted. There is no possibility of editing the Y-GEN,
nor can the Y-GEN be gathered by any other user than the Y-GEN
bunker seeder.
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Y-GEN Implementation
The Y-GEN implementation is done by simply switching server-based data
transfer APIs with Y-GEN ones. The system is online once the first API is
connected to the blockchain with a password (private key) of the system's
admin.

Y-GEN Bulletproof
The Y-GEN bulletproof system allows the Y-GEN seeder to lock the files safely;
the system overwrites the Y-GEN harvester's operating system (OS) and applies
the Y-GEN bulletproof system allowing for data to be opened without a
possibility of them being copied, downloaded, screenshotted, or recorded.

Use as Server
We run unique formula allowing us to have safety nodes and active nodes being
sent through the users. This enables end customers to spend less money on
servers and upkeep and adds to the safety aspect of the overall system.
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Enterprise solutions
We offer data management systems,
intranet
systems,
and
intranet
communication systems; All are running
on our APIs and can be completely
adjusted to the clients liking.

In addition to the entire software, we
offer API integration to existing platforms
and products.
In February 2021, we have signed a contract for a pilot project in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia, worth 1.385.000€. Our partner - SSSiT, will offer our encryption method in
their e-Moraslat platform with more than 91.000 users and 140 companies
already using it. eMorasalat is an innovative IT solution that provides centralized
access to their mail records and any modification to those records. More than
just organizing information, e-Morasalat creates a centralized database that
unobtrusively captures and secures an organization's intellectual assets while
making its retrieval effortless and instantaneous.

Our most notable users will be Saudi Food and Drug Authority (SFDA), Saudi
Government/ Saudi Council of Ministry - Diwan, Ministry of Labour (MOL),
Ministry of Health (MOH), Saudi Industrial Property Authority (MODON), and
many more.

Signed Pilot Project in

Saudi Arabia

20

Companies

50  


Companies

70

Companies

Large Package

Medium Package

Small Package

1200 Users on average
600.000€ project revenue

750 Users on average
468.760€ project revenue

600 Users on average
315.000€ project revenue
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Commercial Solutions
We realize that privacy is missing in the
internet world; therefore, we have started
developing a communication tool that will
allow users to communicate safely and
without any risks of their chats being
exposed.

The application will have three specific
usages:


2.File Sharing

1.Communication

3.File Storage

Communication
Allowing

users

to

send

messages

and

pictures

to

each

other

using

our

encryption method enables them to communicate freely and without fear of their
messages or photos being exposed. We expect a latency time of 2-3 seconds
per message sent, which will improve as user-server power grows. 

The application will be available as a web app and as iOS, Android, Huawei, and
desktop applications. With the web app being released first.


File Sharing
Users

will

be

able

to

purchase

additional

File

Sharing

add-on

to

the

communication tool, send voice messages and share the files with the public.
User will have three options while sharing their files:
Accessible to all
Accessible to users with password
Accessible as paid content

The third option will allow users to share and sell their work or knowledge to
others

without

worrying

about

their

data

being

transmitted

further.

The

file-sharing feature will enable users to share their data for 24 hours - after that
period, data will have to be re-uploaded and shared again.
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File Storage
Additionally, the file storage will be available to the users, allowing them to store
their data safely. Users sharing the files will share them in the same ways as file
sharing, with files being available until deleted. User will have three options while
sharing their files:
Accessible to all
Accessible to users with password
Accessible as paid content

The third option will allow users to share and sell their work or knowledge to
others without worrying about their data being transmitted further. 


Small

Medium

Large

Pro

Pro+

2MB

500MB

2GB

10€

15€

25€

Text
Images
Voice Messages
File Share
Cold Storage
Price

5€

7.5€
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4-Soft tokens
Equity Token
We want to try something different. Therefore 4-Soft will launch an equity token,
available for everyone to buy.

We have reserved 25% of the company and will mint 375.000.000 tokens out of
those 250.000.000 will be available on 13th of May at 19:00 CET at
PancakeSwap exchange.

public tokens

private tokens

4-Soft BEP-20 token
We have decided to go with BEP-20. BEP-20 is a token standard on Binance
Smart Chain that extends ERC-20, the most common Ethereum token standard.
You can think of it as a blueprint for tokens that defines how they can be spent,
who can spend them, and other rules for their usage. Due to its similarity to
Binance Chain's BEP-2 and Ethereum's ERC-20, both are compatible.

BEP-20 was conceived as a technical specification for Binance Smart Chain to
provide a flexible format for developers to launch a range of different tokens.


Token Economics
One token represents 0,00000005% of the company and will be diluted if more
equity investors come into the company. The company itself will hold the equity
owned by the investors in the equity token.

Starting 13th of May, 250.000.000 tokens will be listed publicly, with other
125.000.000 tokens being sold gradually to ensure the covering of development
costs, among other things.

The tokens will be sold in sections after 7 days of tokens being publicly traded,
with the maximum market price impact of 1% per 24 hours.
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The token usage will be as listed below:

2%

3%

5%
10%

30%
50%

50% publicly traded

30% development

10% tax

5% reserve

3% burn

2% previous equity investors

4-Soft Token Split
After the communication platform is developed (Q1 2022), 4-Soft will launch
stable-token on our blockchain. The stable token will act as a payment method
for both enterprise and commercial products.

We will equal one token with 1USD and add EUR stable token in months
following the USD stable token.


= 1 USD
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4-Soft and 4-Soft Stable Connection
The 4-SoftStable token will be used as a payment getaway and as a means of
the company repaying the profits to investors.

Every six months after release, 10% of net profits will be repaid to 4-Soft token
holders with 4-SoftStable tokens.

Users will be able to log in to the platform with their 4-Soft token addresses and
will automatically receive 4-SoftStable tokens when the pay-out is done.


What is 4SFT Token?
Tokenized Share

BSC Token

Tokenized
Share

1 token = 1 share

BEP-20 Token

Q1 2022 - token split
Synchronized split

4-Soft Blockchain token

Payment token for
the communication
platform
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Use of funds
Most of the raised funds will go directly to the development and legally gain the
Intellectual Property rights for formulas running our APIs.

5%

5%
15%

75%

75% Development

15% IP

5% Salary (other team members)

5% Reserve
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Meet the 4-Soft team
Our team is young but still experienced. We will do Q&A with the team shortly in
the meanwhile connect with us on LinkedIn!

Core Team

Nejc Paradiz


Oto Kern


Brin Soko 


CEO

CFO

CTO

Tim Špenko 


Walden Asat


COO

CCO

Investors

Domen Prevc

John Ro

Dejan Zavec
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Road Map
Quarter 3
Blockchain developmen
Communication tool Developmen
Arabian Peninsula subsidiary opened

2021
Quarter 1
Communication tool releas
Pilot project(SSSiT contract1) 
complete
Further cooperation between 4-Soft 
and the Arabian Peninsul
File sharing tool beta stag
Stable token releas
Net profits paid to  
investors

2022

2021
Quarter 4
Communication tool alpha stage 
(testing with early investors
Pilot project(SSSiT contract1
integration development startin
File sharing tool alph
Enterprise solution contracts signed

2022
Quarter 2
Communication tool desktop  
version releas
File sharing releas
Voice calls alpha development

Quarter 4
Blockchain update(transaction  
time optimized
Voice call pre-alpha testin
Net profits paid to investors

2022
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Partners
Google and Amazon
We are part of the Google and Amazon startup program since Q2 2019. We are
proud that both Google and Amazon recognized something special in 4-Soft and
offered us free testing server space.

IBM
Our second pilot development project was done on IBM Hyperledger Fabric, and
we are proud to be part of the IBM blockchain startup program. IBM offers us
development tools and internal help, and test-nets so that we can test our work
24/7.

SSSiT
Our biggest partner so far is Saudi Arabian Secured Services Systems (SSSiT).
SSSiT is among the most successful and rapidly growing Systems integrators in
Saudi Arabia that are now increasing in other Middle East regions. Major
National projects like SADAD integration for the Ministry of Finance and Ministry
of Interior Affairs, among many other giant projects, are executed through
SSSiT.

We look forward to more projects with SSSiT soon!
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Disclaimer
4-Soft users must abide by all guidelines outlined in this white paper, our Terms
of Use, Privacy Policy, and all local governmental laws. 4-Soft does not take
responsibility for the actions of our users. All users must abide by local laws and
regulations outlined in their respective countries regarding cryptocurrency and
cryptocurrency services. The 4-Stock token has not been registered under the
securities law of the United States, Malta, or any other country. 4-Stock tokens
cannot be used for any purpose other than those specified by 4-Softs in our
white paper and user agreement. 4-Stock tokens give no rights in the 4-Soft
company. Using the 4-Stock token, users agree that the 4-Stock tokens are not
securities and shall not be considered. 4-Stock tokens are not official or legally
binding investments in any right. 4-Soft makes no promises of profit for buying
any 4-Stock tokens our using our platform. All prices of digital assets are
controlled by general market consensus of value.



4-Soft is the owner of 125.000.000 4-Stock tokens. 250.000.000 4-Stock tokens
are free-flowing on the market.

4-Soft will start selling a portion of its tokens (4-Stock) on the market after 7
(seven) days of token release. 4-Soft shall not affect the price of the token more
than 1(one) percent in 24 (twenty-four) hours.

4-Soft will lock the liquidity pool of 4-Stock tokens for 2 (two) years within 2
(two) hours after the launch of the 4-Stock token.

25% (twenty-five) of the 4-Soft equity structure represented by the tokens shall
not be sold to any potential equity buyers unless the buyer buys 100 (one
hundred) % of the company's equity structure.
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Thank You!
www.4-soft.com
4Softcom

foursoftcom

by4soft

4-soft

July 2021

